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OVE RTH E ZZzzzzzzzzzz 
ZZ TOP / IAN 
HUNTER BAND 
featuring MICK 
RONSON / JOAN 

Pt ARMATRADING 
Rockpalast, Essen, 
Germany 

SO WHAT'S wrong with 
the Beeb laying on this 
kind of package? Whilst 
Germany and most other 
European countries watch 
the bi-annual Rockpatast 
extravaganza "live', the 
hest Britain can do is 
transmit the worst 40 
minutes of this 10 hour 
gig 'n' video event the 
next day. 

As you might have notic- 
ed in your lion room. 
Joan Aymatrading doesn't 
come across best in an air- 
craft hangar the size of 
Wembley Arena. On a 
good night her phrasing 
and delivery put her on a 
par with van Morrison and 
indeed. 'Down To Zero', 
with just herself on 
acoustic guitar was a 
minor masterpiece.. 

Elsewhere, however 
backed by an unrehearsed 
bunch of musos, she got 
alt but drowned, her voice 
not nearly strong enough 
to cope with the lormer 
Little Feat drummer clut- 
tering away In the 
background 

Ian Hunter had no such 
problems. Looking slim- 
mer than'he has for years 
in a well cut silk and wool 
suit he rocked his prover- 
bial balls oft with the same 
band that weren't half as 
tight al the Hammersmith 
Just a lees months ago. 

Opening with 'Once Bfl- 
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ten Twice Shy',"he cruised 
through the' classics iin legendary style. 
'Angeline' had him camp- 
ing It up on harmonica 
Dylan -style before the 
typically low -profiling Ron- 
son slipped upfront to 
share vocals on Sonny and 
Cher's'Laugh Al Me'. 

It would be tempting to 
say that with this they 
were playing it a bit close 
for comfortt but apart from 
some uneven sound, this 
was as fine a set full of full 
frontal rock likely 'to be 
seen This side of the Atlan- 
tic. Hunter could do with 
moving around a bit more 
but considering he's 
haver claimed to be a 
showman. It's better that 
he sticks to singing and 
playing occasional piano. 

Seated' there he per- 
formed the faultless duo 
oirlrené Wilde' and 'I Wish 
I Was Your Mother', the 
tine vocals cutting crystal 
clear through the sym- 
pathetically quiet crowd as 
Mick tinkered away on an 
electric mandolin. 

Following these melodic 
pieces Clever pacing took 
us gradually back to the 
all-out aural attack of 
'Cleveland Rocks' via the 
new 'We Gotta Get Out Of 
Here' and 'All The Way 
From Memphis'. 

For the encore, what' 
else but a faultlessly tense 
'All The Young Dudes'.- 
and"II there is to be any 
criticism. it rs that Hunter 
ís playing with too big a 
band. I can understand the 
buzz' of having two 
keyboard players and two, 
guitarists playing behind 
you "but much of the 
material Is worthy of more 
subtle ireatmenl.. 

BLOZDIE 

Exytissivé personnél Is' 
not a charge to be levelled 
at ZZ Top. An unruly 
bunch of Texans playing 
their first European gig In 
their 10 -year existence, 
they have to be seen to be 
believed. 

For a start, there's,only 
three of them, but like 
Cream half a generation 
earlier, they raise more 
hell than the average HM 
combo twice their size 
would ever dream póssl- 
ble. 

Essentially a blues - 
based guitanst, Billy Gib- 
bons plays several related 
styles simultaneously, 
white Dusty Hill. romps 
along his bass like some 
crazed Jack Bruce.'Their 
12 inch beards you should 
already know about, but 
their blinding fibre optic 
lighting is something else 
again and compensates 
for the over the top props. 
they reputedly use out ! 
West: buffaloes, Cactus 1 

plants and evema Goddam ht 
rattle snake! 

\ Although the music Is 
much of a muchness, Its 
crazy unbridled power Is 
as Irresistable as titles like 
'Fool For Your Stockings', 
'Arrested For Driving 
While Blind' and most 
essentially, 'She Don't IAN HUNTER 
Love Me She Loves My 
Automobile'. 

I know the feeling, 
chaps. and a few thousand 
others are going to do 
likewise when they hit 
Hammersmith on Thurs- 
day, just like alithe young 
Krauts did when they 
shook off their slumbers 
and boogied through the 
dawn of this unforgettable 
Sunday morning. 
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With this special Record Mirror offer you can buy a good quality, black and white 
photo 110" by R') of your favourite pin-up. Each week we'll be featuring someone 
different. 
To get this week's photo just send M .10 ( this includes postage and packaging). Postal 
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THE ONLY ONES 
Newcastle, Mayfair 
OK I'LL admit (with 
apologies) that instant 
reaction when The Only 
Ones left the stage was a 
mixture of relief and disap 
pomtment. 

the motive was plainly 
and simply the sound Too 
often the subtleties were 
lost and vocals and guitar 
were consistently shredd- 
ed by a PA that sounded 
more like a transistor 
radio. 

Songs such as -'The. 
Beast'. which rely on a 

climatic wail of sound en- 
ding for lull impact, suf- 
fered heavily when all four 
of the band started open- 
ing their shoulders. Not all , 

, was lost though because 
'Trouble In The World' - 
cunnIngly slipped in as the 
opener - absolutely 
eclipsed the recorded ver- 
slon- 

Eagerly awaited were 
the numbers from the new 
Baby s Got A Gun' album 
and they gave the crowd 
more than an apparition of 
what's to come. Best of all 

r was 'The Big Sleep' - 
>y` o 

't Mainman Pet 
a pure and beautiful 

Parrett 
rul agony ' discharges the words in g 

dullfull mid -sixties .11 

>' n Dylanesque style and d 
works wonderfully well 

]rY against John Perry s brain 
clawing chords, while{-kl/jU 

drummer Mike Kellie and 
+ Alan Mair's bass are never 

less than a positive driving 
force 

'Me And My Shadow' 
begins like another ver- 
sion of 'Magic Bus' but 
Perrelt's vocals im. 
medlately implant it 
somewhere 
values as a hontmanelse 

His 
are 

another priceless asset 
Lest song of nig 

was the old country and 
western so Fools', and 
convenientlyng; up popped 
Pauline Murray to duel 
alongside a grinning Per. 
yell Once again, due to 
the vexing sound, she was 
hardly 
band. withaudible an unusualand aither 

of despondency crept oft 
stage - which L think Is 
where we came in, AIDAN 
CANT 
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hat -strength, what taste 
BAD MANNERS 

' The Venue, London 

Runners crew. look stale and amateur by comparison. Keyboard player Martin Steward and harp - player Winston Bazoomies (great name) had their Individual moments of solo glory but lulftlled their function best 
' CORRECT ME if I'm wrong but I always thought it was 

hippies who were supposed tb be so cool and laid back 
that they couldn't clap their hands for more than two 
seconds after an excellent gig And I always thought it 
was skinheads and mods who were supposed to be so 
demonstrative that they'd leer a place apart to show 
even the mildest affection for a band. 

II that's true how come Bad Manners got the barest 
of cheers for an encore.and Only the most meagre of 
send - offs at the end of a superbly exciting and 
brilliantly performed show? . 

It appears that the skins - and hundreds of them 
there were too - al The Venue seemed Only Capable of 
invading the stage and trying to steal the microphone 
land the trousers) oft charismatic Fatty Buster 
Bloodvessel As far as appreciation was concerned 
they made about as much noise as a bunch of Benedic- 
tine monks with laryngitis 

Bad Manners deserved at least a ticker - tape parade. 
the freedom of the city and a knighthood each for all 
nine of them. If wasn't lust the excitement of the show 
that they put on - you expect them to be excellent on 
that 'score as -a matter of course. No, it was also the, 

ideptp of musicianship they displayed - a collective 
Stlity which only now I'm becoming more aware of. 
The horn section of Chris Kane, Gus Herman and An- 

drew Marson - occasionally augmented by former 
Dart Den tiegarty who somehow ended up on stage 
after weaving through the audience for halt an hour - 
was nothing short of sparkling. At the time 1 remember 
thinking they were a match for anything the Rumour 
horn kectIonhad done on stage and I see no reason (or 
changing that opinion now They make the current Crop 
of sax -and brass players, auch as the Dexy'S Midnight 

of all by adding texture and trills to the overall sound with a consumate ability. The rhythm section of Brian Chew - It on drums and Dave Farren on bass were crisp and Unobtrusive throughout. as,lasteful as a Cartier - Bresson photograph, while lead guitarist Louts Alphonse showed skill aplenty. 
, As usual, though. the show - In the final analysis - belonged to Fatty Buster Bloodvessel, lead singer supreme and front man extraordlnaire He's fat, bald and sweaty - a living caricature. His voice Isn't really up to much from a technical point of view but, by God he doesn't hall belt It out all the same He puts so much action into his set I'll be surprised if he doesn't, after six more months of this, either lose three stone M weight or have a fatal heart attack. Catch him while you can, folks, you may not have many more chances And what of the songs They performed') Basically the set consisted of the band's album and the stand out performances were 'Inner London Violence' - which sounded like Santana on a good night at times - 'LIP ,Up Fatty', featuring superb horn work, 'Monster Mash' and 'Caledonia'. The latter Indicates that Bad Manners are not masters of ska alone and could easily branch into FMB and boogie in the future 

Overall Bad Manners were outstanding. which is considerably more than can be said for the support band Number Six To their credit they did a reasonable performance of 'Egyptian Reggae' but the rest of their set seemed to consist of a game of hunt the tempo light they weren't 
Alt l can say is if the support band was Number Six then Bad Manners are' definitely the Capstan Pull Strength of ska 'n' B - they're not much to look at but ' when 'they light up, my God, what power what strength.. whattaste! BRIAN HARRIGAN 


